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SOME OF OUR COOLING EQUIPMENT REALISATIONS WITH HERMETIC AND SEMI-HERMETIC COMPRESSORS
SOME MONOBLOC UNITS REALIZED FOR OUR CLIENTS

WALL MONOBLOC UNIT WITH HERMETIC COMPRESSOR SERIE “PAD”
FOR MEDIUM, LARGE VOLUME, FOR CHILLER AND FREEZER TEMPERATURE, FROM 2730 WATT UP TO 14050 WATT. OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE +40°C+45°C

WALL MONOBLOC UNIT WITH SEMI-HERMETIC COMPRESSOR SERIE “PAD INDUSTRIALE”
MADE WITH BEST ITALIAN AND FOREIGN BRAND OF SEMIHERMETIC COMPRESSORS, SUITABLE FOR MEDIUM, LARGE VOLUMES, COMPLETE WITH ALL COMPONENTS FOR GOOD WORKING. CONDENSATION IS CALCULATED FOR OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE UP TO 47°C. COOLING CAPACITY FROM 2450 WATT UP TO 46700 WATT ECLOGICAL GAS AND LOW ENERGY CONSUMPTION
TROPICAL CONDENSING UNIT
WITH 50 HP BITZER COMPRESSOR FOR LOW TEMPERATURE GAS R 507-A - WATT 27500.
ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE OF +43°/+47°C

TROPICAL CONDENSING UNIT
WITH 15 HP BITZER COMPRESSOR FOR CHILLER TEMPERATURE GAS R 404-A - WATT 32900.
ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE OF +43°/+47°C

TROPICAL CONDENSING UNIT
171500. ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE OF +43°/+47°C WITH 70 HP BITZER COMPRESSOR FOR WORKING ROOM AIR CONDITIONING, CHILLER TEMPERATURE, GAS R 404 A WATT
CONDENSING UNIT FOR BREAD FREEZING TUNNEL
WITH 60 HP FRASCOLD COMPRESSOR, SPECIAL EVAPORATOR, - GAS R 507 A, WATT 39800.
ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE OF +43°/+47°C

RACK SYSTEM FOR COLD ROOMS IN QATAR
WITH 7,5 HP DORIN COMPRESSOR FOR CHILLER AND FREEZER COLD ROOMS,
FOODSTUFFS CONSERVATION, GAS R 404 A, WATT 63450, ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE OF +48°/+55°C

PROJECT STUDIED AND REALIZED FOR FISH FREEZING TUNNEL, IN TWO HOURS KG.1200 OCTOPUS AND CUTTLES-
SPECIAL SPLIT SYSTEM
WITH 30 HP BITZER DOUBLE STAGE COMPRESSOR, GAS R 507 A, WATT 30180.
ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE OF +43°/+47°C
FINAL DESTINATION SOCIETE’ BPE ABIDJAN COTE D’IVOIRE
PROJET AND REALISATION OF WORK ROOM MACHINE FOR NR. 6 CHILLER COLD ROOMS FOR CONSERVATION FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
NR. 6 CONDENSING UNITS 25 HP WITH BITZER SEMIHEMETIC COMPRESSORS
NR. 1 CONDENSING UNIT 15 HP WITH BITZER SEMIHERMETIC COMPRESSOR FOR PRECOLD ROOM
FINAL DESTINATION COMPANY IN COUNTRY BLIDA ALGERY

SPECIAL RACK FOR CHILLER AND FREEZER COLD ROOM
STUDIED AND REALIZED FOR DOHA RITZ HOTEL – QATAR IN TOTAL 26 COLD ROOMS, DWM COPELAND COMPRESSORS, DIFFERENT SIZE OF COOLING CAPACITY, WATER CONDENSATION USING THE SAME WATER OF HOTEL AIR CONDITIONING, ECOLOGICAL GAS.
WATER CONDENSATION PARALLEL SYSTEM
NR. 3 COMPRESSOR HP 15 – CHILLER TEMP.
GRAND HOTEL - BRUNEI SULTANAT

AIR CONDENSING PARALLEL SYSTEM
Nr. 4 DWM COPELAND COMPRESSORS HP 7,5 EACH – CHILLER TEMPERATURE
MARRIOT HOTEL – DOHA QATAR
RACK SYSTEM FOR SEVERAL COLD ROOMS – TUNISIA
WITH 15 HP BITZER COMPRESSORS FOR CHILLER AND FREEZER COLD ROOMS, FRUIT AND VEGETABLES CONSERVATION, GAS R 404 A, WATT 74000, ENVIRONMENT TEMPERATURE OF +45°/+50°C

SUPERMARKET – SOUSSE TUNISIA

AIR CONDENSING PARALLEL SYSTEM
Nr. 3 BITZER COMPRESSORS 60 HP EACH FREEZER TEMPERATURE – HOT WATER PRODUCTION WITH EXCHANGER

ABIDJAN – IVORY COST
CONTAINER 40 FT FOR ICE BARS PRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION OF MOULD FOR ICE BARS PRODUCTION

MANUAL PICK UP OF BAR FROM STOCKAGE INSIDE THE CONTAINER

BLOCK ICE PRODUCTION IN 40 FEET CONTAINER WITH SMALL STOCKAGE INSTALLED IN DOHA WAKRA PORT – QATAR
BLOCK ICE PRODUCTION 5000 KG/DAY
THESE ARE SOME OF OUR COOLING PRODUCTIONS FOR NATIONAL AND FOREIGN CLIENTS MANUFACTURED AS A TAILOR ON SPECIFIC INQUIRYS OF FINAL USERS.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATIONS PLEASE CONTACT OUR TECHNICAL AND TRADE OFFICE.
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